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Moyea PPT to DVD Burner Lite is another great program to burn PowerPoint to DVD and
convert PowerPoint to video  with high quality. Different from the Pro edition, this PPT2DVD
Lite provides a simpler alternative to the creation of PowerPoint DVDs and videos.

By burning PowerPoint to DVD, it gives your presentation more of a TV feel on a home DVD
player and makes it easy to distribute a presentation to friends, clients and colleagues. By
converting PowerPoint to video (e.g. PowerPoint to AVI, MPEG, FLV, 3GP, MP4, VOB, WMV,
MOV, etc.), it empowers you to view a full-play PowerPoint slideshow on video hosting
websites like YouTube and many portables like iPhone, iPod, PSP, Zune and cell phones.

Key Features

One Slide One Chapter
In order to extract some unnecessary repeat when viewing PowerPoint on DVD player or
Portable devices, this program enables the mode of "One Slide One Chapter". In other words,
if there are many animations in a certain slide, the program would automatically retain the first
animation in the certain slide for the output. Then with this way, audience can watch the
converted DVD or video file much more comfortably.

A distinct User Interface with easy run
Unlike Moyea PPT to DVD Burner Pro version, this PPT2DVD Lite version designs a Wizard
operation interface, which can give users a feeling of finding something new and fresh. The
most significant in this Wizard interface is to let beginners and greeners easily run and enjoy
the PowerPoint to DVD or video conversion without complicated program knowledge.

Novice Customizable Version
This Moyea PPT to DVD Burner Lite version is designed for beginners and novices with
Wizard operation interface. Besides, all the operation descriptions are described in simple
and understandable language, for example, you can directly choose High Quality, Normal
Quality, or Low Quality for the output instead of getting the output effects via setting video &
audio parameters. Thus beginners and novice can easily and precisely convert PowerPoint to
DVD or video file without any questions.

Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs
This PowerPoint conversion tool support convert all types of PowerPoint file including PPT,
PPTX, PPS, POT, etc. Meanwhile, this Presentation tool also allows export multi-types of
output files; they are DVD, HD-DVD, and Video file in all fashionable formats like AVI, WMV,
MOV, MP4, FLV, MPEG, 3GP, 3G2, DV, etc.

Background Music & Image function
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This PPT2DVD burner not only can fully retain the original audio file in the PowerPoint file for
the output, but also can set to ignore the original ones to import any numbers of music files to
the program for the output file. Meanwhile if you like, you could import necessary images or
logo during the conversion to comply with different content.

Customize DVD Menu for Easier Playback with Remote Control
The program provides a template of DVD menus for convenient authoring during the
conversion. The unique theme menu incorporates versatile subjects like wedding, birthday
party, reunion, meeting, business promotion, etc, to help you create splendid DVD or video for
different occasions. Besides, the list view and thumbnail view generated in the menu is clear
clue to navigate your audience.

Optimized Encoding with Flexible Output Settings
Before conversion, you are allowed to configure the parameters to adjust settings such as
compressing rate, video quality, norm, video aspect ratio, etc to make the converted video
and DVD suitable for different terminal devices. The film frame rate has been increased for
smoother motions in the output files.

Better DVD Output Quality & Compatibility of PAL & NTSC TV standards
High quality encoding mode has been configured and the performance of the output in DVD
and video formats has been greatly improved, especially the definition of the DVD menu.
Besides the high-quality output, the program makes it possible for you to choose the proper
TV and DVD standards to suit your particular location.

Perfect Synchronization and Fully Retain the original elements
This program realizes the perfect synchronization of the sound and animation both in burned
DVD and converted video, and offers the solution to the problem of the asynchronization of
sound and animation which had remained a hard nut for many years. On the base of perfect
audio and video synchronization, this PowerPoint to DVD Burner also can fully retain the
original elements including audio files, video & movie clips, transition time, etc. for conversion
to the output file.

Fast Conversion Speed
Under the extremely User-friendly interface and advanced technology, this PowerPoint to
video and DVD program can help you create a wonderful DVD and video from your
presentation slideshows in a short time.

Batch Process Conversion Supported
Up to 12 presentations can be imported and processed at a time which will avoid you a
mountain of repeat setting troubles. This feature has escalated itself ranking in the rare top
conversion-speed products.

Built-in Burning Engine & High Compatibility
With an embedded burning engine, users can burn their DVD file to DVD discs smoothly
without referring to a third party program. With high compatibility of the program, it could be
run on computers with low hardware configurations and almost all versions of Microsoft
Windows operating systems from Windows 2000 are OK. 

System  Requirements

Software:

Microsoft PowerPoint version: 2000, 2002, 2003, 2007
Operating System: Windows 2000, XP, Vista
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Other requirements: DirectX 8.1 or above,
Windows-compatible display with at least 800dpi×600dpi resolution,
Moyea PPT to DVD Burner is designed for Windows PCs, but will run on Intel Macs
with Bootcamp or Parallels installed.

Hardware:

Processor: Pentium?(500Hz) or above
RAM: 256M or above
DVD writer
Available Disk Space: 2GB Free Space or above
Windows-compatible sound card(recommended)
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